SABINE MCNEILL written by SHARON ZAKI
I used to be a regular online activist on Sabine McNeill's 'Victim's Unite'
website, however that all changed in February 2013 when she revealed
to me that she is just another scum shill. I tried to post a comment
[which you can read further down this pdf] on the V/U article 'Abolish
the Ban' in response to her 'Big Baby' troll, and to try and garner
support for a War on Shills. Sabine blocked my post and told me: "I
can't possibly go against Belinda, Sharon. She does her absolute best
but is not as 'radical' as you and I are, but is it in her own way. I built 'In
Support of Belinda McKenzie' for her." My reply to that was: "Sabine, I
don't think this is about going against Belinda, this is about establishing
the truth about the Hollie Greig affair. Please will you at least post my
comment on V/U and your response to it." She replied: "I'm afraid I can't
do it, Sharon! Anne Greig told me she doesn't want anything about her
and Hollie on my site!" My response to that is published just below.
In response to her 'Knight in shining armour' I posted some comments. I
wanted to post a comment [which you can read further down] in
response to her comment, but found she had blocked me. See 'When is
a website Mis - or Dis - Information?' I also posted a comment on 'A
SHILL TEST'. Please note I’ve come a long way since I wrote those
posts for V/U. Back then I was advocating the bringing down of the
pyramid control-system. That of course is exactly what the Illuminati
want – out of chaos comes order; THEIR ORDER – THEIR NEW
WORLD ORDER. Also, some of the people I reference in those posts I
have since exposed as shills.
Sabine refuses to answer my questions and has simply moved on to a
new post entitled "TOWARDS 200,000 Views and the Non-Adoption of a
War against Shills" Let's look at what she says: "Why communicate with
people who are nasty to you, when you can talk to and email people who
are kind?" and "No, I shall not enter or support a ‘war on shills'. I shall
not betray my vision of a ‘peace network’ of computers and people
protecting our planet .... I want to increase the effectiveness of the little
things I can do to spread positivity, not nastiness. I won’t set myself up
as a judge of character." Such nice, flowery, empty words. Who's
asking her to be a judge of character anyway? She's trying to kid people
that this is about someone being nasty to her for no reason. How
convenient. She thinks people like me will go away and leave her alone
so that she can have idle chat with her friends, and pretend to be helping
others. There is no urgency re the impending NWO for Sabine because

she's comfortable in the knowledge that she is protected by
freemasonry, and that this will always be the case. If that wasn't true,
she would be as keen as I am to make war with the shills. This is just
more confirmation that she is one of them; you don't go to war with your
own side. So, in summary, she is making it clear that, yes, she agrees
there are shills in the 'Truth Movement', but she doesn't care because
they're not a problem for her; they are her FRIENDS. What a
thoroughly disgusting self-serving lying low-life she is.
Sabine wrote to me on 8th March 2013 saying, "It does hurt. Right in the
heart, reading your texts about me, Sharon. Especially after having just
seen more of that stuff elsewhere" and "information on the web is bare of
any emotion... you can’t make pain visible only tears. But not online.
I’m really sad about our dis-agreements and turn of events." Will
someone please tell her to take her crocodile tears and lies elsewhere.
She knows what she has to do if she wants me to be her friend again find Jesus, fess up, beg forgiveness from her fellow human beings and
then get behind me with the War on Shills.
I believe Victims Unite was set up to keep us genuine victims under
control. Butlincat himself says that half the cases are genuine; that
makes the site appear genuine. I would say that there is a rapid decline
of genuine victims commenting on V/U [notice that there are always new
names popping up to comment! There are very few of the old regulars
on there now. Sabine pretends to be doing all she can to help us victims
find truth and justice, but in reality she is buying time for her Masonic
masters. She does this by sending us on wild goose chases, wasting
our time and money and working with her couple of 'gold dust'
MPs [who we know are just acting] and by covering 'safe' topics such as:
Human Rights, Bills, Legislation, Justice, Security, Assange or True
Civilisation and One Law: DO NO HARM. She runs a mile from a 'War on
Shills'! As for the 'gold dust' MPs, click on the above link, scroll down and
see who else is in the 'McKenzie Friends' clique - Elfyn Llwyd MP [more
on him in my story http://sharonkilby.co.uk/site/media/PARTS_13_OF_SHARON_ANN_KILBYS_STORY.pdf]
The following is the comment I tried to post on V/U in response to the
'Big Baby' troll and to try and garner support for a War on Shills:
The question should be how much the 'Big Baby' makes spending
endless hours trolling sites like this in a desperate attempt to prevent
truth coming out. [As if that loser would ever be honest about anything;
he wouldn't know the meaning of the word if it came up and punched

him on the nose. His whole life is one big lie.] Go and do a proper job,
you despicable scum bag. I can't wait for the day you and your ilk are
forced out of your hiding holes to face the spotlight of truth shining in
your faces. We will all be watching, with smiles of sweet satisfaction as
you all get your just deserts. I utterly despise you vile cowardly
creatures.
Norman, it is so heartening to know that there are people like you out
there bravely soldiering on, no matter what the risk, speaking truth to
power and in the doing exposing all and sundry in the Quisling club, for
the sake of freedom for all. If only all the 'truthers' out there were
genuine like you. However the 'Truth movement' is not what it seems. It
is difficult to know who you can trust.
Norman is well aware that some of his so-called 'supporters' are
anything but. They are the truth traitors - call them plants, shills,
disinfos, trolls, anything you like; doesn't matter, they're all the same utter scum; the most ugly, dangerous, insidious vermin on earth. These
stooges get paid very well [by the unsuspecting public] to
undermine/discredit/sabotage sites like this and the victims
and especially the few brave souls like Norman who risk all to get the
truth out. Norman does not suffer fools lightly and the idiot 'B' who
pretends to be his supporter will be wishing she hadn't even heard of his
name. She and all the other yellow-bellies like her think they're so
clever, but they're not; we know their game and we will expose
them. Her type will soon be begging for the ground to swallow them up
rather than face the full force of the public's wrath. See the following for
more on how these sons of Satan operate:
http://victims-unite.net/2012/08/26/what-is-worse-getting-your-home-oryour-children-stolen/#comment-6940
http://victims-unite.net/2012/09/05/edm-478-human-rights-and-forcedadoptions-in-the-english-and-welsh-courts/#comments
Our integrity is the only thing we have and the only thing that
matters. Since my last post on http://victims-unite.net/2013/01/14/whitecollar-crimes-an-evidence-based-definition/ I've been thinking deeper
about the 'controlled opposition', have been doing some digging and
have come to realise just how dangerous these 'people' are. It would
appear that the Hollie Greig story is unravelling. This is a problem for
you Sabine and for 'Victims Unite' because of the connection you have
with Belinda McKenzie. Now, I don't want to jump to conclusions but in
case you are unawares I think you should know what is widely being
said about Belinda being a shill. Please will you show her this post as it

is only fair that she is given the right of reply to these criticisms; some of
which are:
"We here at THGHG are disgusted with Belinda McKenzie's video
outside the BBC and with her latest post on HDJ.org regarding Hollies
33rd birthday. Using Hollies birthday to promote the campaign is nothing
more than sick and abhorrent - let alone possibly illegal! It's a total lie
that Hollie was returned to Denis when Anne was sectioned - just as it's
a lie that Sylvia and Wyn were present at the house. Belinda further lies
when she suggests that Hollie's two police interviews matched word for
word 2000 and 2009 - they don't! Either Belinda has never seen the
evidence or she is simply lying. We cannot show you the evidence for
that presently, but as our readers know we show everything we can and
not just snippets like the UK Column or none at all like Robert Green!"
"Belinda McKenzie deserves special mention for paying absolutely no
attention to the REAMS of evidence presented to her, she has been
at ALL the court cases and knows the facts yet still lies blatantly – and
we can quote her here in one of her latest missives to a Hollie
“supporter” “I’m really going for her” (Sylvia Major one of the falsely
accused) and (we) “will have the last laugh” it’s not funny Mrs
McKenzie."
"Belinda McKenzie who was the person primarily responsible for HDJ
finance has links to MI5, 'independent' think tanks; fraudulent charities
and terrorist organisations [29]. Her LinkedIn profile is very informative
[30]."
"Belinda McKenzie, the leader of a British 9/11 Truth campaign and a
fundraiser for the MKO a terrorist organisation which was illegal in
Britain and was involved in a campaign of killings and kidnappings in
Iran."
"At one stage she was investigated by the UK Charities Commission and
found to have been money laundering a sum of £5 million which she
could not account for but which had passed through her account."
References:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BwFm8Ii6mJw [see around 37 mins
fo ref to Charities Commission]
http://www.freedomcentral.info/page.php?page=hoax2&title=$hoax2
http://www.theholliegreigcoverup.net/the-end-of-hdj.html
http://www.theholliegreigcoverup.net/latest-.html
https://twitter.com/HollieGreigHoax
http://www.the-big-picture.org.uk/wp/?page_id=2928

http://diggerfortruth.wordpress.com/2012/09/27/10-reasons-why-im-surebrian-gerrish-is-a-shill/
http://wideshut.co.uk/hollie-greig-hoax/
Now we know Belinda is a key supporter/spokesperson/fundraiser in the
Hollie Greig campaign, could she tell us whether that is still the case or
whether she too now feels that she has been duped. I hate to cast these
aspersions but feel that for your sake Sabine and for the sake of all the
victims who contribute to V/U, this needs to be cleared up.
Another person you hold in high esteem Sabine [as did I] is also strongly
suspected of working for the enemy - Leah McGrath. Please see the
link here: http://www.the-big-picture.org.uk/wp/?page_id=2928
Now, I know that suspicion is not enough to go on, but I just want you to
tread carefully Sabine. I really hope that the doubt surrounding Belinda
is proven to be unfounded; however if the strong suspicion lingers, then
by association, you will also come under suspicion and if that happens
your credibility and that of all the victims who make up and contribute to
V/U automatically become suspect. You must take care not to risk being
associated with suspected shills or you will be tarred with the same
brush and your excellent work over the past few years on V/U and your
other sites will amount to nothing and will be wiped out overnight. Shills
are the most heinous of traitors and need to be ousted as soon as their
presence is known. They are currently succeeding [as is the plan] in
doing much harm to the 'Truth movement' and our efforts to stop the
NWO. Genuine victims who battle [often for years] for truth and justice
and genuine 'truthers' struggle daily to survive - to stay healthy enough
to continue working full time in order to keep a roof over our heads, pay
the bills and put food on the table and to protect and care for our
families. We suffer constant persecution and hardship from all sorts of
directions just because we won't shut up and roll over and die and we
also have to suffer the added injustice of some of our family members
turning on us because they buckle under the stress and it's easier to just
lash out and/or walk away. We do not have the luxury of time. The
most painful part to bear is seeing the children suffer - they are the ones
who suffer the most; they are the easy targets. It will take a long time
and lots of TLC for my youngest children to fully recover from the mental
trauma they endured throughout their childhood, forced on them via the
boot boys of the corrupt family court system. I can only hope and pray
they make it. Right now though both of them have eating disorders, both
are underweight, but it is Jordan [aged 15] that worries me the most; he
is depressed, is very underweight, has sleeping problems [including the
headbanging in his sleep which has been ongoing periodically

throughout his life, starting from when he was a toddler when contact
sessions with his father started]; my greatest fear is of him developing
anorexia. Sorry, got carried away there! I'm just feeling so
frustrated. There I was thinking that finally we have some wonderful
people out there getting the truth out; thinking that these people were on
our side, doing their bit to stop the NWO, only to find out that these
vociferous so-called 'truthers' are in fact Satan's little helpers; slick con
artists. Sickening. How the hell can these people sleep at night? Bill
Maloney is another suspect shill, by association with Brian Gerrish and
the HG story.
Belinda, if all these accusations against you prove to be a pack of lies,
then I hope you will accept my sincere apologies.
The Hollie Greig sham has come as a shock to me and I'm spurred on
into doing whatever I can to help expose it and to root out the shills
responsible so that they can be brought to book. I'll start by asking
Richard D Hall of Richplanet and Patrick Henningsen of 21st Century
Wire to expose the Hollie hoax on their TV programmes [that'll reveal if
they too are shills!] and I'll also be contacting others to help send this
viral. Will you do your bit for the sake of justice – for the real victims in
this saga? Sabine, this is something you could really get your teeth into;
how about spearheading an 'oust the shills' campaign? You could get
your MP friend John Hemming and other 'gold-dust' MPs on board.
Oh how Icke's dominoes are falling!
http://www.sharonkilby.co.uk/site/
THE FOLLOWING IS THE PROOF THAT SABINE MCNEILL AND
BELINDA MCKENZIE ARE SHILLS:
Dear Sabine,
Anyone seriously trying to stop the NWO knows that this is a race
against time and knows the stakes couldn’t be higher. A serious Truther
is only concerned with 100% Truth and will do everything in his/her
power to seek it and to expose it. Half-Truthers are the opposite of truth
and are more treacherous to the ‘Stop the NWO’ warriors than the
mainstream media and the sheople. Anything less than 100% truth is a
betrayal of the ‘Truth Movement’.
Your last two emails to me confirm my suspicions that you are a Shill; a
traitor to the Truth and a traitor to humanity. I will outline my evidence
below.

A serious Truther puts the search for Truth above loyalty to a friend who
is already exposed as a shill [Belinda Mckenzie.]
A serious Truther does not defend anyone accused of being a shill when
there is no defence. [BM]
A serious Truther puts the search for Truth above loyalty to a woman
who is an obvious and proven liar [Anne Greig.]
A serious Truther seeks the full Truth about dodgy stories, such as the
one surrounding Hollie Greig. Serious truthers ask who is really behind
that story and why.
A serious Truther fully supports a campaign to expose and oust the shills
from the ‘Truth Movement’.
A serious Truther who considers him/herself a ‘victims’ champion’ and
who heads a website such as ‘Victims Unite’ is happy to spearhead a
‘War on Shills’ campaign.
A serious Truther welcomes/encourages open debate on his/her forums
about topics such as ‘Controlled Opposition’.
A Serious Truther does not block posts from another serious Truther
who is trying to raise awareness about the incalculable damage shills
are doing to the ‘Truth Movement’ and how prevalent they are amongst
the Truth-seekers.
Sadly Sabine, you fail on all the above points.
I will expand on the above:
In response to my email asking you to post my ‘War on Shills’ comment,
you tell me that you “can’t possibly go against Belinda” and then you
later tell me [after I pointed out in my reply that this was about
establishing the truth about the Hollie Greig affair] that Anne Greig told
you she doesn’t want anything about her and Hollie on your site. I find it
odd that you didn’t mention that in your first reply. I also find it very hard
to believe that Anne would say that; after all she has been widely
courting publicity with ‘Justice for Hollie’ and you are supporting that
campaign. It just doesn’t ring true. But if that is indeed how Anne feels
then you should be asking her why. Also, why can’t you go against

Belinda? Are you beholden to a higher power? Perhaps a Masonic
handler? Is it your duty to prevent the first domino falling?
Regarding that campaign, I am very surprised that you still support it
now that there is an abundance of evidence to prove it is a hoax. There
is no point me saying anything further on that when all the lies and
inconsistencies are clearly evidenced here
http://www.theholliegreigcoverup.net/the-end-of-hdj.html
I will just point out one thing that is obvious to anyone; we can see from
the numerous videos and TV/radio interviews that Hollie’s speech is
extremely limited and yet we are asked to believe by Anne and Robert
Green that Hollie named 22 individuals that abused her, giving their
FULL names and addresses, including their professions [AND that she
remembered all this from when she was aged just 6 to boot]. Anyone
who believes Hollie has that capability is off with the fairies. Just that
point alone proves the HG story is a fabrication. The fact that someone
of your stature and intelligence Sabine believes it leaves me lost for
words.
In contrast to the Hollie hoax camp convincingly PROVING their case,
Sabine your ‘defence’ of Belinda is grossly lacking in substance. You
point out a support blog that you created for
her www.belindammckenzie.wordpress.com however you do not
address any of the accusations against her. Your blog amounts to an
attack on others and a lot of hot air about her former tenants who
apparently have a vendetta against her. You do not defend her with
facts; you just waffle on about things which have nothing to do with the
allegations, for example: “In any case, it seems to be a battle between
good and evil, and we each have to decide at any given moment, which
side we are on. For national laws are being ignored just as international
treaties. For what matters is the agenda of the global elite. I do know
which side Belinda is on just as I know which side anybody who turns
reality into a ‘hoax’ is on…" This shows that you are having difficulty
defending the indefensible. And how you can claim that the HG story is
a ‘reality’ is just staggering when there is absolutely no evidence to
support it. And as for your statement: "It is clearly a sign of success if
the Hollie Greig Campaign attracts people who enjoy spending their time
discrediting people who defend vulnerable victims… But it’s also a very
SAD sign of the state of humanity and the world when people build
disinformation sites to discredit Belinda BECAUSE she supports Hollie
Greig have to counteract and analyse the absurdity of such

disinformation sites…" well, Sabine you’re really clutching at straws here
and just making yourself look like a complete idiot. Just taking sides and
giving your opinion will not cut it.
Belinda might do a better job if she defended herself; indeed
she should have done so. You should have given her that opportunity
by posting my comment on ‘Victims Unite’ and allowing her to
respond. You should have INSISTED that she answers her
critics. Credibility is at stake – yours and hers. To be widely accused of
being a shill is a serious allegation and until Belinda herself gives a
convincing explanation the accusation is proven and by association you
too are labelled the same. I don’t think you realise the seriousness of
this. Now that you have allowed ‘Victims Unite’ to be tainted it has
thrown doubt on the tenability of all the victims’ cases, who you publish
on behalf of. Genuine victims would not risk being associated with
known ‘shill’ sites. Belinda has had plenty of opportunity to answer her
critics; she has not done so. Your attempted defence of her has
achieved the opposite of what you intended. It just confirms that you are
both shills. You should have done the right thing and dismissed her.
The fact that you are so protective of Belinda is very telling; it is
confirmation that you know she is working for the other side.
The fact that you refused to publish my post when you have never
gagged me before got my alarm bells ringing. It would appear
‘controlled opposition’ is the only subject that you will not allow your V/U
online activists a discussion on. This shows you have something to
hide. It is very telling that you do not even acknowledge my suggestion
for a ‘War on Shills’ let alone be so enthused that you’d be bursting to
lead such a campaign! Now why would the leader of an effective and
popular ‘Truther’ site shy away from the subject of shills and the drive to
expose and oust them from the ‘Truth Movement’?
The only way forward for you now, Sabine is to listen to YOUR
conscience and come clean. However that, as you know, will demand a
great deal of courage. Your credibility is already shot, especially since
you passionately support the HG story which is full of flaws and proven
to be a fanciful fabrication. No self-respecting, genuine victim will want
to be associated with you or V/U when they know who’s side
you’re reallyon.
With regards to the bigger picture surrounding the Hollie saga I have my
theories. We have to ask why the ‘big-guns’ of the ‘Truth movement’
[known shills] took this story and ran with it. Within no time it was hyped

up and it had gone viral. I believe [now this is just my humble opinion]
that there are some top level Masonic hands in all this. ‘They’ have
spotted an opportunity with a young Downs woman [who would be
unable to figure out what is going on around her and has no ability to
question anything or to defend herself], a mentally ill mother, Anne
Greig, who is out for revenge and her brother who has committed
suicide, to conjure up a story of sexual abuse of a vulnerable, disabled
child by an upper society paedo ring and a cover-up by the
authorities. The facts are Hollie was sexually active with her boyfriend;
there is no evidence she was ever raped. The purpose of the [Masonic
engineered] Hollie story was that when proven to be a fabrication, all
allegations of child abuse by high-up paedo rings and Satanism,
currently spilling into the MSN get thrown into doubt, such that all
authorities and judges etc come out smelling of roses . The result is
that the PTB will have successfully convinced the general public that
there is “nothing to worry about here, move along now...” thus they have
been able to buy more time to continue with their evil deeds and their
evil plans for us. Robert Green is the plant. [I used to wonder why he
was having such an easy time of it in prison! Wonder how much he gets
paid for his part in scuppering the ‘Truth Movement’ {good actors get
paid very well!}] There are a number of actors in this sorry saga – most
certainly Brian Gerrish, Ian R Crane, David Icke, Bill Malloney and
others carrying out [and being rewarded handsomely for] their role on
behalf of their powerful puppet masters. The Hollie Hoax group must
also have plants among them mixed up with the genuine victims. [One
wonders how deep the rabbit hole goes!!!] Whatever the facts of the
matter I could bet my life [maybe I shouldn’t say that!] that there is some
high level Masonic connection.
The PTB with their army of disinfo agents disguised as spokespeople for
the ‘Truth movement’ have certainly succeeded in muddying the waters
and I am now questioning who can be trusted, such that I am having
doubts now about other so-called ‘victim’ cases, especially the ones that
become major news stories within the ‘alternative media’. One such
case which I am beginning to doubt is the one about the
Musas. Anyway, only time will tell; however while we have these
‘gatekeepers’ in force, time is quickly running out. The dawning of the
NWO has just accelerated now we have this bad smell that is the Hollie
story; after all anyone seeking answers within the ‘Truth Movement’ will
think we’re all barking. But wait, isn’t that the plan? Job done.
Sabine, Peter Oakes describes you as naive regarding “agents and
other troll types”; turns out he was completely off the mark! You are one
slick, shrewd, smooth operator. Had me totally fooled for a while. You

must be ‘gold dust’ to your Illuminati masters; having carried out your
role so perfectly – almost.
I completely trusted that you were the real deal Sabine, even though I
did wonder how the hell you had so much time on your hands to run V/U
and your other 50 websites. Turns out your full time job is trolling, isn’t
it? I also used to wonder why you spent so much time courting MPs
when an intelligent, learned woman as yourself must’ve known that they
had ALL been bought and paid for years ago. [A few of us had pointed it
out to you numerous times in any case.] When I first learned about your
site [back a few years when I had returned to help with the struggle for
freedom, after a long break] I was at first sceptical; here was a site
empowering individuals and bringing an army of victims together, with
your good self – a seemingly sincere and effective campaigner for truth
and justice and a wonderful victims’ champion, in charge; I figured it
was too good to be true. But when I realised that many of the victims on
your site were very familiar from the VOMIT era, I felt you must be
genuine and I was reassured. [Before V/U we only had VOMIT {victims
of Masonic ill-treatment} on the side of the victims and even that had
become obsolete.] But that is how the con works, isn’t it Sabine; have
80%-90% genuine cases and chuck in a few very questionable ones – to
create a toxic mixture; the public then wonders whether any of the victim
‘cases as stories’ are genuine and we are dismissed as nut jobs. Works
a treat.
It is a mammoth task trying to convince anyone [even loved ones] that
corruption [all Masonic controlled] occurs on the many and varied levels
that it does. When you have so-called ‘victims’ champions’
successfully fuelling the disbelief, you’re really screwed. You can have
sack-loads of evidence of State corruption, but no-one really
cares. Only another genuine victim of the Establishment [Freemasons]
will believe you and will be motivated enough to try and challenge it. All
genuine victims who have contacted me say: “you just couldn’t make it
up”. Unfortunately there aren’t enough real victims - yet - to mount an
effective challenge.
Stephen Knight says in his book ‘THE BROTHERHOOD’: 'Only the
fighters have any hope of beating the system once it is at work against
them. Most people, fighters of not, are beaten in the end, though. You
finish up not knowing who you can trust. You can get no help because
your story sounds so paranoid that you are thought a crank, one of those
nuts who thinks the whole world is conspiring against them. It is a
strange phenomenon. By setting up a situation that most people will

think a fantasy, these people can poison every part of a person's life. If
they give in they go under. If they don't give in it's only putting off the
day because if they fight, so much unhappiness will be brought to the
people around them that there will likely come a time when even their
families turn against them out of desperation. When that happens and
they are without friends wherever they look, they become easy meat.
The newspapers will not touch them. There is no defense against an
evil which only the victims and the perpetrators know exists'.
Sabine, do you have any idea how betrayed I and my fellow victims
feel? People like us have lost so much already; we are desperate; we
thought you were genuinely trying to help. Genuine victims of the
Masonic Mafia go through hell fighting for truth and justice – not just for
our sake, but for everyone’s. My son is borderline anorexic; other
parents end up losing their children, some victims end up ‘suicided’ or
imprisoned. But pretenders like you don’t care; you just prolong our
suffering. It’s just a game to you. Diabolical. What price Sabine, for
selling your soul? Was it worth it? I sincerely hope that all the victims
you so-called ‘helped’ now feel the same utter contempt as I now do for
you. It really is a shame as I used to hold you in such high
esteem. The saddest part of it is, shills like you do not realise that the
noose you helped tie will tighten around your own neck.
The ‘Edge Media’ shills need to understand that they too and their own
loved ones will eventually be bitten by the very beast they are
nurturing. When ‘Edge’ sprang up spewing stuff about the NWO and
corruption, I thought it was too good to be true – turns out it was. I now
understand that any ‘victim’ getting lots of publicity on Sky TV and in the
so-called ‘alternative media’ are cointelpro. The ruling elite are
controlling the ‘Truth movement’ and they have an agenda – they let us
have some truth but they also lead us down all sorts of wrong paths, to
buy them time; and they never [obviously] give useful, practical advice
on what we can do to challenge the NWO. Edge TV must be an
Illuminati tool for the purpose of keeping tabs on the amount of people
awakening.
Well, we sincere Truth-seekers will oust the fakes and gradually we
WILL defeat the NWO. We’ve made a start with you Sabine and
Belinda, now we need to turn our attention to all the other lying scumbag
pretenders. Sabine, your last comment to me regarding your ‘Big Baby’
troll [before the beginning of the end of our friendship] was “THANKS for
your full on defence”. My goodbye message to you Sabine is that I hope
you enjoy keeping company with Big Baby and other fellow trolls, the

very sprogs of Satan that I used to help you get rid of; you deserve each
other. Remember the definition of a Troll? It’s a spineless, slimy, smug,
lying, nasty, subhuman.
Evil is always to be resisted and the unnecessary wars, false flag
'terrorist' attacks, engineered economic and banking 'collapses',
wholesale brainwashing of the population, lies, deceit and manipulations
of our self appointed 'elite' rulers can't be described as anything but
evil. How we resist is for us all to decide for ourselves, but we must all
be very wary of not inadvertently serving the very cause we thought we
were opposing. Do not associate with shills on any level. Do whatever
you can to expose and condemn them. We in the real truth movement
are rising, and we do not need to prop ourselves up by leaning on the
old guard of this movement – we will instead climb to the top on the
corpses of their failed, sellout radio programs, videos and websites.
The ‘big gun’ truther traitors are already widely named and shamed on
the shill list. Let’s make a determined effort now to expose the smaller
fry and the hangers on. All we have to do is ask them [Bill Malloney,
Mike Robinson, Roger Hayes.....] their view on the Hollie story. If they
believe the story, they are shills; if they believe it is a hoax they must
publicly declare it and must actively do all they can to discover who
is really behind it and why.
The following is a comment I wanted to post on V/U but couldn’t as
Sabine had blocked me:
Sabine, you say "I only know that those two websites are set up for the
purpose of mis-information and their publishers are anonymous, the
main characteristic of anybody hater / troll / shill." You're right, shills set
up websites for the purpose of mis-information; however people can
decide for themselves which sites are run by shills and which are run by
genuine NWO warriors [that is the purpose of my War on
Shills!]. People also remain anonymous through fear though. Anyone
who is a genuine victim of freemasonry and tries to expose it is open to
attack. Likewise any 'insider' [maybe someone who has developed a
conscience] who is trying to get truth out may feel safer staying
anonymous.
You have further shown your true colours in your flippant attitude
towards freemasonry. You call yourself a 'victims champion' and yet you
obviously don't care that the secret societies are responsible for the
NWO. Or are you going to tell me that there is no NWO and
freemasons are nice, harmless, charitable men??? It is widely believed

that one of the reasons JFK was murdered was because of a speech,
part of which is here: "The very word "secrecy" is repugnant in a free
and open society; and we are as a people inherently and historically
opposed to secret societies, to secret oaths and secret proceedings. We
decided long ago that the dangers of excessive and unwarranted
concealment of pertinent facts far outweighed the dangers which are
cited to justify it. Even today, there is little value in opposing the threat of
a closed society by imitating its arbitrary restrictions. Even today, there is
little value in insuring the survival of our nation if our traditions do not
survive with it. And there is very grave danger that an announced need
for increased security will be seized upon those anxious to expand its
meaning to the very limits of official censorship and concealment. That I
do not intend to permit to the extent that it is in my control. And no
official of my Administration, whether his rank is high or low, civilian or
military, should interpret my words here tonight as an excuse to censor
the news, to stifle dissent, to cover up our mistakes or to withhold from
the press and the public the facts they deserve to know." What a pity
your 'gold dust' MPs aren't as honest.
On your 'shill test' I have quoted from Stephen Knight's 'The
Brotherhood'. That is the truth about freemasonry. If you upset the
masons, whether knowingly or not, they will make sure you are
punished. I learned all this back in 1999 when unfathomable things
began happening to me, not long after I'd left my children's father. He
used to be a clay pigeon shooting instructor and was very 'in' with the
police [which I did find odd; I used to wonder how he could get away with
stuff I didn't - speeding, illegal parking, drink-driving..., but just assumed
it was because he had taught some police officers]. He used to warn me
not to cross him because "You don't know who I am" and "the police
won't touch me". It is all detailed here
http://sharonkilby.co.uk/site/media/PARTS_13_OF_SHARON_ANN_KILBYS_STORY.pdf When I told people what
was happening, they [including policemen and businessmen] would say,
"That's freemasonry". I was also warned to "be careful because they
can do anything to you and get away with it". I used to ask why no-one
did anything about the freemasons and was told that no-one wants to
lose their job, house, car, family...
You really need to learn about freemasonry and what their purpose
really
is http://www.overlordsofchaos.com/html/secret_societies__nature_and_
f.html Or is it the case that you know all about freemasonry because
you work hand in glove with them and you are protected by them?

If you were genuine you would not be wasting time on the 'safe' topics
that you do, you'd be tackling the root of the problem i.e. the
gatekeepers who are protecting the NWO. Shills are more dangerous
than corrupt judges and authorities.
You ask where we go from here. You have to fess up, ask the Lord to
atone for your sins and we will have come far. [And no, I don't mean
one of the Lords that you're familiar with.]
For an update see WANTED: SABINE MCNEILL BY THE
METROPOLITAN POLICE CHILD ABUSE INVESTIGATION TEAM
(#CRIME #EUROPE #CHILDABUSE #UK) Gotta laugh haven’t you, this
great ‘victims’ champion obviously doesn’t have the courage of her
convictions. What does she do when it’s not a game anymore; when the
law catches up with her and she’s required to account for her
actions? She runs away of course and goes into hiding. What a
pathetic coward. Here the wretched woman explains why she
absconded from the Police and fled to
Germany….. https://lifeafterhollie.wordpress.com/2015/04/08/fugitivesabine-mcneil-explains/ For more on the ‘Hampstead ‘Satanic’ Abuse’
case, see my ‘HAMPSTEAD HOAX PSY-OP’ pdf. See also my pdf
on Tom Pride in connection.
How deep does the rabbit hole go? The HG story really has opened a
can of worms. Steve Budge, author of The Big Picture sums it up in his
article on the Hollie Greig Hoax group. He says: "The group have
published online the lies told by the leaders of the HDJ campaign and in
the process they have exposed major figures of the controlled opposition
network" and, "The Hoax group have documented evidence of false
accusations of paedophilia and manipulation of campaign leaders by
former employees of the Tavistock Institute. The person primarily
responsible for the HDJ campaign has been shown to have links to MI5,
charity fraud, Iranian terrorists, UK Column, Lloyd Pye's alien skull
nonsense and think tanks at the heart of the British establishment. The
HGH group has ripped apart the credibility of the 'official' UK truth
movement." Please note Steve Budge may not be the real deal
either. See my pdf on ICENI RISING for more.
'The great enemy of the truth is very often not the lie -- deliberate,
contrived and dishonest, but the myth, persistent, persuasive, and
unrealistic. Belief in myths allows the comfort of opinion without the
discomfort of thought'. JFK

So, the warning to any genuine victim is do not associate or risk
association with any of these shills and do not have anything to do with
the 'Victims Unite' site.

